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GREEN BAGS FOR GREEN BEANS                    

INTRODUCTION    

 
My question for this experiment was which storage method keeps vegetables fresh the longest? 
I saw the green bags advertised to keep vegetables fresh the longest, so I tested if the 
advertised “green bags” work better than other vegetable storage methods. In this experiment, 
I used green beans as the vegetables.   
 
 

PURPOSE AND HYPOTHISES 

 
The purpose of this experiment was to test if storage methods effect the freshness of produce. 
My hypothesis is that out of the four methods, the “Green Fresh Bags” will work best in keeping 
the green beans fresh.  In my research I learned produce releases ethylene which makes it spoil 
from bacteria, mold, and fungus. Keeping vegetables in the refrigerator slows this process. The 
“Green Fresh Bags’’ are specifically advertised to absorb and remove ethylene, I decided to test 
this claim. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The materials I used included 120 fresh green beans (30 beans in each bag), one mesh bag 
designed to hold produce, one plastic container with no lid, one Ziploc plastic bag, one Green 
Fresh Bag, and one iPhone to take pictures of the process. 
My family and I went to Costco and bought a bag of fresh green beans. 
 I put thirty green beans in each bag in the refrigerator with no other produce nearby. The 
refrigerator temperature was 34 degrees Fahrenheit.  
 Every other day I took the green beans out of the fridge to see if they were changing. I laid 
them out, photographed them, counted how many beans had decomposed, and calculated the 
percentage of change.  
I wrote notes on the various changes and graphed the levels of decomposition in each 
container. I noticed different thing on the beans as the days passed such as some shriveled up 
others got sticky; I was sure to take note of these changes 
 
 
 

 

DATA AND RESULTS 
DAY ONE 
On the first day, I counted out the 120 beans and only picked those that had no imperfections or 
signs of aging.  I put thirty beans in each container and photographed them.  They all appeared 
to have identical characteristics on this first day.  
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DAY THREE 
By day three not much had changed. The Ziploc bag and the Green Bag beans were retaining 
moisture, and the mesh bag beans were doing good. Only the open container beans were 
shriveling. I also counted out the beans so I could measure percentages.  On day three they all 
had 0% spoilage. 
DAY FIVE 
On day five things started to change. The Ziploc bag and Green Bags were still retaining 
freshness though they were wet. The beans in the open container and mesh bag were shriveling 
and drying up. By day five open container and mesh bag  beans were at 30% spoilage.  Ziploc 
and Green Bag beans were still at 0% spoilage. 
DAY SEVEN 
On day seven Ziploc and Green Bag beans were still retaining freshness but were getting 
moister. Open container and mesh bag beans were even more shriveled and dry. On day seven 
open container and mesh bag beans were at 40% spoilage. Ziploc and Green Bag beans were 
still at 0% spoilage. 
DAY NINE 
By day nine things were getting worse. Green Bag and Ziploc beans were getting sticky and 
started to smell bad. Open container and mesh bag beans were still getting worse and worse., 
with both at 70% spoilage. Ziploc and Green Bag beans were at 10% spoilage. I researched and 
the stickiness means decomposition. 
DAY ELEVEN 
On day eleven mesh bag and open container beans were completely shriveled at 100% spoilage 
while both Ziploc and green bag beans were getting stickier and smelled horrible, yet they were 
50% spoilage 
DAY THIRTEEN 
On day thirteen mesh bag and open container beans had no change to them while green bag 
and Ziploc beans were sticky and smelled awful putting them at 70% spoilage 
DAY FIFTEEN 
 Mesh bag and open container beans still have no change to them. while Ziploc and green bag 
beans were sticky rubber like in feeling and had significant mold with a horrendous smell 
putting them at 100% spoilage 
 

CONCLUSION 
In conclusion it seems that the plastic bags worked best. Even when they reached 100% spoilage 

it was a lot slower than the mesh bag and open container which spoiled a lot faster. This was 
probably because the plastic bags were sealed off, but the mesh bag and open container were 

exposed to the air, this caused the beans to shrivel and dry out.  The plastic bags retained 
moisture, which eventually caused the beans to mold. All in all, the plastic bags did work best 

and spoiled the slowest do to being closed off. My hypothesis was not 100% correct because the 
Ziploc bag worked equally as well as the Green Bag. It seems the Green Bags advertisement was 

correct but exaggerated in their special qualities.  
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